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About This Game

Waddle Home is a game about life as a benevolent alien who loves saving penguins and solving puzzles. Grab your Vive and
guide penguins through a snowy world filled with tr 5d3b920ae0
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This is surprisingly one of the best VR games currently on the market. It appropriately uses room scale, and does not have/need
locomotion movement systems. The interactability of the penguins and their "boops" and "bops" makes for a truely immersive
VR experience. There is no greater puzzle game currently for VR that has the gameplay, graphics, and mechanics of Waddle
Home.. Sort of like Monument Valley, but in VR and with penguins. Puzzles get increasingly complex and need to be viewed
from different angles to complete each level fully. Clever enough for adults but also all ages friendly.. Review updated after
ending the game (around 2hrs for 40 levels). Very polished esperience, with very nice music too. Being a puzzle game, the
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overall level of difficulty is not very high (depending on your skills too) but it's not as easy as Water Bears that don't offer any
challenge for 95% of levels (and the remaining 5% is extremely difficult!). The game is good if you've the space, so you can
walk around your level, but can be played also with a small chaperone. Suggested if you love puzzles, or simply want a polished
vr game with a real start and a real ending.. Penguins are my favorite animal, thus this is my favorite game.. Your goal is to
release cute penguins onto a level, who passively move through it: they only walk forward (you don't control them), and only
turn right when they bonk on something. You look down on the entire level as though you were a kid standing over a playset
(think one of those Thomas the Train tables). Because of this, the game feels smaller and involves no movement around your
room. If you can only play standing up, this is the perfect VR game for you. Anyway, the penguins need to pick up eggs and
then exit. To guide them, you can raise or lower blocks, thereby altering the penguins' paths. There are enemies along the way
who can remove your penguins. That's it! Highly polished game, clean design, good fun. For an entry-level VR user who is
looking to do something besides the tech demos and partial experences that lack progression, this fits the bill nicely. It not a
visual feast, but it's charm factor is AAA.. Itu2019s a puzzle platformer where you guide penguins to safety, avoiding aliens and
robots. You know, normal day-to-day type stuff.. This game is awesome! You can tell it was made for the Vive. Easily one of
the prettiest games I have right now. The gameplay is a lot of fun, and there seems to be a good number of levels. It feels very
polished, not buggy at all unlike a lot of other VR games out right now. I got this game for 30% off ($7), definitely worth the
price! Even seems like a bargain for $10.. If you are a fan of puzzle games you owe it to yourself to pick this up. Intuitive
controls and a polished experience makes this game a must have.. Very cute puzzle game that benefits from VR. Penguins need
to get to their spaceship, and always make right turns. You touch the map and alter the puzzle to help them.
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